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CHOOSING YOUR REFLECTION PODCAST 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Holly Foster 
 
 
 
Sorted by Author 
 
9 Best Places to Get Free Music for Your Podcast [2019]. (2019, May 10). buzzsprout.com. 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/blog/free-music-for-podcasts 
 

Nine sites to check out for free podcast music. 
 

Arick, C. (2019, February 5). Remote Podcast Interviews: Recording separate tracks on Zoom.us. 
YaYa Podcasting. https://yayapodcasting.com/remote-podcast-interviews-recording-
separate-tracks-on-zoom-us/ 

 
 Instructions on how to separate ZOOM recordings into separate tracks when pulling down 

audio files for a podcast. Requires enablding LOCAL RECORDING in ZOOM settings, which is 
unavailable with Quinnipiac’s licensed account. 

 
Beck, M. (2018, August 9). The Template You Need To Write Your Podcast Show Description. 

Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/mollyfordbeck/2018/08/09/the-template-you-need-
to-write-your-podcast-show-description/#1ce79fe45064 

 
Start with a statement that your listeners already believe is true. Tell listeners what they can 
expect to hear each time they hit play on your episode. Who is this show for? 

 
Bulldog Mindset. (2014, November 23). Podcast echo and noise removal using Audacity [Video 

file]. 
https://www.google.com/search?q=getting+rid+of+echo+sound+in+audacity&oq=getting+ri
d+of+echo+sound+in+audacity&aqs=chrome..69i57j0.7949j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8#kpvalbx=_RVbWXsyrLLeeytMPv7Go-AU28 

 
 To minimize reverb, have guests wear a headset and keep the host audio volume low. 
 
Brennan, S. (2017, September 27). A Natural History of the Wedding Dress. JSTOR Daily. 

https://daily.jstor.org/a-natural-history-of-the-wedding-dress/ 
 
 The history of the wedding dress is shorter than the history of weddings, and even shorter 

still than the history of marriage. The wedding dresses we hail as “traditional” are, for the 
most part, relatively modern, no matter where they come from. For most of history, even 
Western brides did not wear white.  
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Brown, J. (2015, December 15). Remove Wind Noise in Videos: Quick Audio Fix. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUtrMyOz-DY 

 
Using Adobe Premiere Pro to remove wind noise. Because wind noise is usually bassy sound, 
use a high-pass filter to let all the high frequencies pass through and filter out the lower bass 
sound. But it also reduces the narration level. Use the Cutoff frequency by moving it up and 
down to control where it cuts off the bass (to find balance). Next add an EQ to increase the 
narration. 

 
Carter, J., & Duncan, S. (2017). Wedding paradoxes: Individualized conformity and the ‘perfect     
        day.’ The Sociological Review, 65(1), 3–20. https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-954X.12366 
 
        Uses qualitative sample of 15 interviews with white, heterosexual celebrants. Argues that           
        weddings involve celebrants necessarily adapting from, and re-serving, tradition as a process  
        of bricolage (creation from a diverse range of available things).  

 
Interviewees used the following to give meanings to their weddings:  

• the project of the couple 
• relationality 
• re-traditionalization 
• romanticized consumption 

 
Research revealed that many couples did not want to be distinctively unique, but rather 
distinctively normal. Authors describe this as ‘individualized conformity’. 
 

Casabona, J. (n.d.). How to Get Separate Audio Tracks in Zoom for Your Podcast.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=170&v=lTmb4lOumos&feature=emb_logo 

 
 Use the Local Recording option on your ZOOM account to produce separate tracks for each of your 

podcast speakers. 
 
Cheng, B. (n.d.). How to Make a Tinny Voice Sound Fuller in Audacity. Techwalla. 

https://www.techwalla.com/articles/how-to-make-a-tinny-voice-sound-fuller-in-audacity 
 
 A look a ways of improving a thin-sounding or poor vocal recording using the tools available 

in the freeware digital audio workstation, Audacity. Specifically, equalization or double 
tracking. 

 
Compressor—Audacity Manual. (n.d.). Audacity. 

https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/compressor.html?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=0894fd51b81
e9c03a74059a0f9f1cdab9ded131a-1591400542-0-AYbLMaRlcAVD8Q5o-
nEpjRszECPT924MDpmibJoMJ7_q--
hxspTe6D4VVGjIKFTmwZGWIezHSq2C3cL8UYl70cXv2k04h1rdZYLDDjvWjgHZwk9Z0rxrmSkav
7fRZCejKizCh-
R72ln32eWzdpJUYzUDzNr4yv70l04J9qRFLwX5tYANy4K3EzX_gEds38YrT5kr4T4tWnIH0d2lj1q
_LCe8JejKZ7cpwAVnD1BBdCMwU2EiwYHGge6jZbQRaxJYnEZ2jFXVdh3uuKRngaSF2WtKwcdlr
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zGoYD2aQ5wzNgGQQSTMfWN8O2qBXSD3W6UvCpLAoX06veHHAGJBtGOW530duxNQpQDz
oAcms37eg-A- 

 
The Compressor effect reduces the dynamic range of audio. One of the main purposes of 
reducing dynamic range is to permit the audio to be amplified further (without clipping) than 
would be otherwise possible. Therefore by default the Compressor amplifies audio as much 
as possible after compression. The resultant increase in average or RMS level can be useful 
for audio played in a noisy environment such as in a car, or in speech, to make a distant voice 
sound as loud as a close one. Because the gain changes relatively slowly, a compressor does 
not distort the signal in the way that a Limiter or clipping would do. 

 
CyberdogStudios. (n.d.). Audacity Editing for Beginners: 16 Tips in 9 Minutes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWFvG1-AmNk 
 
Audacity tips and tricks. 

 
Dewey, C. (2014). H&M is making a $99 wedding dress. here's what that says about economics.: The dress 

basically turns the traditional psychology of weddings on its head. Washington: WP Company LLC 
d/b/a The Washington Post. http://search.proquest.com/docview/1504880473?pq-
origsite=summon 

 
Retailer H&M is essentially telling brides that what they wear on their wedding day has no 
bearing on how much they love their spouse-to-be. By extension, H&M is kind of 
undermining a core cultural and psychological tenet of consumerism: that our worth is 
determined, in large part, by the things we buy. 
 
Profit on wedding gowns spring from two economic concepts: asymetric information (the 
buyer knows virtually nothing about wedding dresses) and signaling (the "message" that an 
expensive dress sends, both about the bride's social status and her seriousness about the 
marriage). 
 

edisonsurvey. (2020, March 20). The Infinite Dial 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=_hPU5M5CrEQ&feature=emb_logo 
 
Digital survey of consumer behavior. Podcasting awareness and consumption in the 
U.S. continue to rise, according to the most recent information from the Infinite Dial 2020® 
from Edison Research and Triton Digital. Seventy-five percent of Americans age 
12+ (approximately 212 million people) are now familiar with podcasting, up from 70% in 
2019, and 37% (104 million) listen monthly, up from 32% in 2019. This continues the growth 
trend that The Infinite Dial® has measured since 2009. 
 

Edelman, A. (2013). Grace Hartigan’s “Grand Street Brides”: The Modern Bride as Mannequin. 
Woman’s Art Journal, 34(2), 3–10. JSTOR. https://www.jstor.org/stable/24395306 

 
Discusses the power of a wedding gown to invoke a transformation in a woman’s identity. 
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Ezcurra Lucotti, M. (2016). The Threads, Trends and Threats of the Wedding Dress: A 
Collaborative, Studio-based Dissertation [Phd, Concordia University]. 
https://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/980984/ 

 
 A multi-faceted, collaborative studio-based project of doctoral research-creation, this thesis 

uses art, text, textiles, photographs and the body to explore how visual culture participates 
through dress in the creation of female stereotypes and, as an informal educative practice, 
contributes to the definition of feminine identities. It is centered on the participation of 19 
women who guided the artistic transformation of wedding dresses to represent their 
different notions of marriage. 

 
Finn, K. (n.d.). How to Get the Best Sounding Audio for Your Podcast. from 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/blog/best-sounding-audio-for-podcast 
 
 Post production can take that good recording and make it sound great. 
 
Foster, H. (2020). Wedding Outfit Survey. https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDN-

TIguo9qMLFpHGBGgIckrIFilR51zJivDVAPzXniSWSKw/viewform?usp=forms_home&ths=true&
usp=embed_facebook 

 
 Survey created on Google Forms to gather research to support a podcast on the mystique of 

choosing a wedding outfit. Also used to identify potential podcast interviewees. 
 
Gaille, B. (2018, October 9). 23 Wedding Dress Industry Statistics and Trends. BrandonGaille.Com. 

https://brandongaille.com/23-wedding-dress-industry-statistics-and-trends/ 
 

In a recent survey by Vashi Dominguez, 80% of women said that they had regrets about their 
wedding day. One of the top reasons was because of their dress. 30% of brides said that they 
would have exchanged their dress for a different one after taking a look at their photos. 

 
Gonzalez, X. (2019, November 20). Why Brides Wear Two Wedding Dresses. The Spruce. 

https://www.thespruce.com/two-wedding-dresses-the-when-and-why-of-this-style-trend-
3489917 

 
Recent wedding trend - tips for buying and wearing two wedding dresses. 

 
Harrington, R. (2015). Producing professional podcasts [Video course]. LinkedIn 

Learning. https://www.linkedin.com/learning/producing-professional-podcasts/ 
 
 Step-by-step LinkedIn (formerly Lynda.com) course on the production of podcasts. 
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Keshishian, M. (n.d.). Trademarks: Five Common Mistakes to Avoid In Choosing a Trademark. 
Business Know-How. https://www.businessknowhow.com/startup/trademark-mistakes.htm 

 
1. Consult with a trademark attorney. 
2. Select a strong, protectable trademark. 
3. Search registration records to make sure there are no previous trademark right holders 

that would prevent your use.  
4. Make sure that the .com extension is available for your trademark. 
5. Register your trademark with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

 
Land, Chris. (2019, May 21). Podcasting Best Practices Guide 2020—23 tips to implement NOW. 

Improve Podcast. https://improvepodcast.com/podcasting-best-practices-guide-23-tips-to-
implement-now/ 

 
 List of 23 podcasting best practices. 
 
Lin, C.-L., Yeh, J.-T., & Lan, P.-C. (2012). A coming-out party for women: Empowerment through 

bridal photography. Social Behavior and Personality: An International Journal, 40(2), 339-. 
Gale In Context: Opposing Viewpoints. 
http://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A284222106/OVIC?u=a13qu&sid=zotero&xid=9f56949c 

 
Female role portrayal is based not only on standard social and cultural perspectives, but also 
on self-image. Women take the leading role in bridal photographs, signaling their 
independence in playing the bride role, but also showing the value of self-reward as a 
marketing tool. Consumption in modern bridal photography is based on self-image 
realization and the collectively shared culture of the new bride. 

 
Min, S., Ceballos, L. M., & Yurchisin, J. (2018). Role power dynamics within the bridal gown 

selection process. Fashion and Textiles, 5(1), 17. https://doi.org/10.1186/s40691-018-0132-6 
 
 In this study, the researchers explore the decision-making process of brides when selecting 

their wedding dresses by examining the power of the significant people involved in the 
selection process. Within a framework of role theory and symbolic interactionism, 
qualitative data from an open-ended survey with 71 brides were collected online and 
analyzed. The interpretations revealed two main themes that explain how social power is 
determined and how different actors use bases of power to influence the selection of the 
wedding dress, when considered as a group decision. The six main categories further 
explained the bases of power used by the actors involved in the wedding dress selection 
process. This research extends the understanding of the bases of power and social roles in 
the specific context of the ritual of matrimony. Managerial implications are included for 
wedding retailers seeking to further understand the dynamics among family members during 
wedding preparations, so they can provide more effective guidance and support to the 
bride-to-be during the selling process. 
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One in three brides regret their choice of wedding dress. (2014, June 12). Daily Mail (London, 
England), 23. Gale In Context: Biography. 
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A371020371/BIC?u=a13qu&sid=BIC&xid=401842be 

 
A poll by the jeweller Vashi Dominguez found that four out of five women would change at 
least one of the major elements of their wedding. A survey of around 1,000 women found 
that 32 per cent 'cringe' when they remember their bridal outfit, and 38 per cent wish that 
they had opted for different hair or make-up. 

 
Parkins, I. (2020). “You’ll Never Regret Going Bold”: The Moods of Wedding Apparel on a Practical 

Wedding. Fashion Theory, 0(0), 1–19. https://doi.org/10.1080/1362704X.2020.1750832 
 
 This paper analyzes textual representations of wedding apparel on popular feminist wedding 

blog A Practical Wedding (APW). APW’s mediations of wedding clothing harness the 
transformative dimensions of weddings and wedding apparel. Drawing on the critical 
literature about moods and the political present, I argue that APW’s discussions of dress that 
is inclusive of all bodies can be seen as an attempt to instantiate extraordinary moods that 
depart from the despair of mundane contemporary life. In its wedding apparel coverage, 
wedding clothing becomes a “mood node” that can enliven feminist subjects and convert 
despair and rage into sustainable political moods. 

 
Pando, D. (2017, December 18). We Asked the Pros: How to Run Your Podcast on Zoom. Zoom 

Blog. https://blog.zoom.us/wordpress/2017/12/18/we-asked-pros-how-to-run-your-
podcast-on-zoom/ 

 
 Practical advice from professional podcasters on how to run your podcast on ZOOM. 
 
Podcaster. (n.d.). Apple. https://podcaster.apple.com/ 
 
 Podcast Marketing Best Practices from Apple. 
 
Prickett, K. (2014, December 16). The Psychology Behind Luxury and eCommerce. Prospress. 

https://prospress.com/psychology-behind-luxury-ecommerce/ 
 
 When consumers buy luxury goods they are buying into a story. They want to be part of a 

particular lifestyle, aspiration, or mythology. In the case of a bride-to-be, luxury bridal shops 
provide aim to provide consumers with a luxury experience. 

 
Rohrlich, M. (2017, September 27). The Dress: Honoring Tradition. The New York Times. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/27/fashion/weddings/the-dress-honoring-tradition.html 
 
 How a bride’s culture or religion may influence her wedding gown. 
 
Royalty-Free Music Licensing and Sound Effects For Video, Film and Youtube—Artlist.io. (n.d.). 

Artlist - Musci Licensing for Video. https://artlist.io/ 
 
 Music and sound effects information. 
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Sayre, T. (2012, June 25). Psychology and wedding dresses. The HeSo Project. 

https://thehesoproject.com/2012/06/25/psychology-and-wedding-dresses/ 
 
Practical advice for brides to be when buying their wedding gown. 

 
Schoneveld, R. (2020, April 19). What My Wedding Gown Means to Me. The New York Times, 

10(L), 10(L). Gale Academic OneFile. 
http://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A621262308/AONE?u=a13qu&sid=zotero&xid=fd3446e9 

 
 Rebecca Schoneveld, a wedding dress designer, explains the path she took in creating her 

own dress and what really mattered in the end. 
 
Schwartz, B. (2005, July.). The paradox of choice [Video file]. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/barry_schwartz_the_paradox_of_choice 
 

Psychologist Barry Schwartz argues that more choices don’t make us happier it only leads to 
indecision and anxiety. 

 
Shpak, S. (n.d.). How to Remove an Echo in Audacity. https://itstillworks.com/12579485/how-to-

remove-an-echo-in-audacity 
 

Audacity has some tools that may help you reduce the effects of these sound reflections, the 
most effective usually being a noise gate, which allows you to control echo, reverb and other 
noise between segments of important audio. 

 
Starting Your Podcast: A Guide for Students. (2018, November 15). NPR.Org. 

https://www.npr.org/2018/11/15/662070097/starting-your-podcast-a-guide-for-students 
 
 A step-by-step guide for students on starting a podcast. 
 
Swash, I. by R. (2014, May 9). What I’ve learned from 10 years of selling wedding dresses. The 

Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/fashion-blog/2014/may/09/what-ive-
learned-from-10-years-of-selling-wedding-dresses 

 
 Caroline Burstein, the creative director of Browns, reflects on a decade's experience of 

bridalwear and offers her advice for choosing the right wedding dress. 
 
Thomas, J. B., & Peters, C. O. (2011). Which Dress Do You Like? Exploring Brides’ Online 

Communities. Journal of Global Fashion Marketing, 2(3), 148–160. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/20932685.2011.10593093 

 
 The Bridal Association of America reported that 77% of brides in 2009 used the Internet to 

aid in the planning and/or purchasing of wedding related products and services. The purpose 
of this exploratory research is to investigate the types of information shared on social media 
sites by brides who are searching for a wedding dress.  
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Trademark basics. (n.d.). [Text]. https://www.uspto.gov/trademarks-getting-started/trademark-
basics 

 
 United States Patent and Trademark Office official site covering trademark basics. 
 
Walter, A. (2017, April 24). Why Wedding Day Rituals Still Matter to Modern Marriages | A 

Practical Wedding. A Practical Wedding: Wedding Planning, Inspiration, and Ideas. 
https://apracticalwedding.com/wedding-ritual-and-marriage/ 

 
Author explores the importance of wedding day rituals. 

 
Wright, J. P. (2019, May 28). Why Your Podcast Needs a Trademark. Medium. 

https://medium.com/simplecast/why-your-podcast-needs-a-trademark-f702bbbf7d6c 
 

Trademarking podcast elements helps you protect your work and maintain control over your 
content. Your podcast title is the most important, but you may also consider trademarking 
your logo, artwork and tagline, if you use one. 
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Sorted by Resource Type 
 

Blogs: 
 
9 Best Places to Get Free Music for Your Podcast [2019]. (2019, May 10). buzzsprout.com. 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/blog/free-music-for-podcasts 
 
 Nine sites to check out for free podcast music. 
 
Arick, C. (2019, February 5). Remote Podcast Interviews: Recording separate tracks on Zoom.us. 

YaYa Podcasting. https://yayapodcasting.com/remote-podcast-interviews-recording-
separate-tracks-on-zoom-us/ 

 
 Instructions on how to separate ZOOM recordings into separate tracks when pulling down 

audio files for a podcast. Requires enablding LOCAL RECORDING in ZOOM settings, which is 
unavailable with Quinnipiac’s licensed account. 

 
Pando, D. (2017, December 18). We Asked the Pros: How to Run Your Podcast on Zoom. Zoom 

Blog. https://blog.zoom.us/wordpress/2017/12/18/we-asked-pros-how-to-run-your-
podcast-on-zoom/ 

 
 Practical advice from professional podcasters on how to run your podcast on ZOOM. 
 
Sayre, T. (2012, June 25). Psychology and wedding dresses. The HeSo Project. 

https://thehesoproject.com/2012/06/25/psychology-and-wedding-dresses/ 
 

Practical advice for brides to be when buying their wedding gown. 
 
Walter, A. (2017, April 24). Why Wedding Day Rituals Still Matter to Modern Marriages | A 

Practical Wedding. A Practical Wedding: Wedding Planning, Inspiration, and Ideas. 
https://apracticalwedding.com/wedding-ritual-and-marriage/ 

 
Author explores the importance of wedding day rituals. 

 
Wright, J. P. (2019, May 28). Why Your Podcast Needs a Trademark. Medium. 

https://medium.com/simplecast/why-your-podcast-needs-a-trademark-f702bbbf7d6c 
 

Trademarking podcast elements helps you protect your work and maintain control over your 
content. Your podcast title is the most important, but you may also consider trademarking 
your logo, artwork and tagline, if you use one. 
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Journals: 
 
Carter, J., & Duncan, S. (2017). Wedding paradoxes: Individualized conformity and the ‘perfect 

day.’ The Sociological Review, 65(1), 3–20. https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-954X.12366 
 

Uses qualitative sample of 15 interviews with white, heterosexual celebrants. Argues that 
weddings involve celebrants necessarily adapting from, and re-serving, tradition as a process 
of bricolage (creation from a diverse range of available things).  
 
Interviewees used the following to give meanings to their weddings:  

• the project of the couple 
• relationality 
• re-traditionalization 
• romanticized consumption 

 
Research revealed that many couples did not want to be distinctively unique, but rather 
distinctively normal. Authors describe this as ‘individualized conformity’. 

 
Edelman, A. (2013). Grace Hartigan’s “Grand Street Brides”: The Modern Bride as Mannequin. 

Woman’s Art Journal, 34(2), 3–10. JSTOR. https://www.jstor.org/stable/24395306 
 

Discusses the power of a wedding gown to invoke a transformation in a woman’s identity. 
 
Lin, C.-L., Yeh, J.-T., & Lan, P.-C. (2012). A coming-out party for women: Empowerment through 

bridal photography. Social Behavior and Personality: An International Journal, 40(2), 339-. 
Gale In Context: Opposing Viewpoints. 
http://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A284222106/OVIC?u=a13qu&sid=zotero&xid=9f56949c 

 
Female role portrayal is based not only on standard social and cultural perspectives, but also 
on self-image. Women take the leading role in bridal photographs, signaling their 
independence in playing the bride role, but also showing the value of self-reward as a 
marketing tool. Consumption in modern bridal photography is based on self-image 
realization and the collectively shared culture of the new bride. 

 
Min, S., Ceballos, L. M., & Yurchisin, J. (2018). Role power dynamics within the bridal gown 

selection process. Fashion and Textiles, 5(1), 17. https://doi.org/10.1186/s40691-018-0132-6 
 
 In this study, the researchers explore the decision-making process of brides when 
selecting their wedding dresses by examining the power of the significant people involved in the 
selection process. Within a framework of role theory and symbolic interactionism, qualitative 
data from an open-ended survey with 71 brides were collected online and analyzed. The 
interpretations revealed two main themes that explain how social power is determined and how 
different actors use bases of power to influence the selection of the wedding dress, when 
considered as a group decision. The six main categories further explained the bases of power 
used by the actors involved in the wedding dress selection process. This research extends the 
understanding of the bases of power and social roles in  
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Journals: (cont.) 
 
the specific context of the ritual of matrimony. Managerial implications are included for wedding 

retailers seeking to further understand the dynamics among family members during wedding 
preparations, so they can provide more effective guidance and support to the bride-to-be 
during the selling process. 

 
Parkins, I. (2020). “You’ll Never Regret Going Bold”: The Moods of Wedding Apparel on a Practical 

Wedding. Fashion Theory, 0(0), 1–19. https://doi.org/10.1080/1362704X.2020.1750832 
 

This paper analyzes textual representations of wedding apparel on popular feminist wedding 
blog A Practical Wedding (APW). APW’s mediations of wedding clothing harness the 
transformative dimensions of weddings and wedding apparel. Drawing on the critical 
literature about moods and the political present, I argue that APW’s discussions of dress that 
is inclusive of all bodies can be seen as an attempt to instantiate extraordinary moods that 
depart from the despair of mundane contemporary life. In its wedding apparel coverage, 
wedding clothing becomes a “mood node” that can enliven feminist subjects and convert 
despair and rage into sustainable political moods. 
 

Thomas, J. B., & Peters, C. O. (2011). Which Dress Do You Like? Exploring Brides’ Online 
Communities. Journal of Global Fashion Marketing, 2(3), 148–160. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/20932685.2011.10593093 

 
 The Bridal Association of America reported that 77% of brides in 2009 used the Internet to 

aid in the planning and/or purchasing of wedding related products and services. The purpose 
of this exploratory research is to investigate the types of information shared on social media 
sites by brides who are searching for a wedding dress.  

 

Newspapers: 
 
Dewey, C. (2014). H&M is making a $99 wedding dress. here's what that says about economics.: The dress 

basically turns the traditional psychology of weddings on its head. Washington: WP Company LLC 
d/b/a The Washington Post. http://search.proquest.com/docview/1504880473?pq-
origsite=summon 

 
Retailer H&M is essentially telling brides that what they wear on their wedding day has no 
bearing on how much they love their spouse-to-be. By extension, H&M is kind of 
undermining a core cultural and psychological tenet of consumerism: that our worth is 
determined, in large part, by the things we buy. 
 
Profit on wedding gowns spring from two economic concepts: asymetric information (the 
buyer knows virtually nothing about wedding dresses) and signaling (the "message" that an 
expensive dress sends, both about the bride's social status and her seriousness about the 
marriage). 
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Newspapers: (cont.) 
 
One in three brides regret their choice of wedding dress. (2014, June 12). Daily Mail (London, 

England), 23. Gale In Context: Biography. 
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A371020371/BIC?u=a13qu&sid=BIC&xid=401842be 

 
 

A poll by the jeweller Vashi Dominguez found that four out of five women would change at 
least one of the major elements of their wedding. A survey of around 1,000 women found 
that 32 per cent 'cringe' when they remember their bridal outfit, and 38 per cent wish that 
they had opted for different hair or make-up. 

 
Rohrlich, M. (2017, September 27). The Dress: Honoring Tradition. The New York Times. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/27/fashion/weddings/the-dress-honoring-tradition.html 
 

How a bride’s culture or religion may influence her wedding gown. 
 
Schoneveld, R. (2020, April 19). What My Wedding Gown Means to Me. The New York Times, 

10(L), 10(L). Gale Academic OneFile. 
http://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A621262308/AONE?u=a13qu&sid=zotero&xid=fd3446e9 

 
Rebecca Schoneveld, a wedding dress designer, explains the path she took in creating her 
own dress and what really mattered in the end. 

 
Swash, I. by R. (2014, May 9). What I’ve learned from 10 years of selling wedding dresses. The 

Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/fashion-blog/2014/may/09/what-ive-
learned-from-10-years-of-selling-wedding-dresses 

 
Caroline Burstein, the creative director of Browns, reflects on a decade's experience of 
bridalwear and offers her advice for choosing the right wedding dress. 

 

Scholarly Project: 
 
Ezcurra Lucotti, M. (2016). The Threads, Trends and Threats of the Wedding Dress: A 

Collaborative, Studio-based Dissertation [Phd, Concordia University]. 
https://spectrum.library.concordia.ca/980984/ 

 
 A multi-faceted, collaborative studio-based project of doctoral research-creation, this thesis 

uses art, text, textiles, photographs and the body to explore how visual culture participates 
through dress in the creation of female stereotypes and, as an informal educative practice, 
contributes to the definition of feminine identities. It is centered on the participation of 19 
women who guided the artistic transformation of wedding dresses to represent their 
different notions of marriage. 
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Survey: 
 
Foster, H. (2020). Wedding Outfit Survey. https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScDN-

TIguo9qMLFpHGBGgIckrIFilR51zJivDVAPzXniSWSKw/viewform?usp=forms_home&ths=true&
usp=embed_facebook 

 
 Survey created on Google Forms to gather research to support a podcast on the mystique of 

choosing a wedding outfit. Also used to identify potential podcast interviewees. 
 
Videos: 
 
Brown, J. (2015, December 15). Remove Wind Noise in Videos: Quick Audio Fix. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUtrMyOz-DY 
 

Using Adobe Premiere Pro to remove wind noise. Because wind noise is usually bassy sound, 
use a high-pass filter to let all the high frequencies pass through and filter out the lower bass 
sound. But it also reduces the narration level. Use the Cutoff frequency by moving it up and 
down to control where it cuts off the bass (to find balance). Next add an EQ to increase the 
narration. 

 
Bulldog Mindset. (2014, November 23). Podcast echo and noise removal using Audacity [Video 

file]. 
https://www.google.com/search?q=getting+rid+of+echo+sound+in+audacity&oq=getting+ri
d+of+echo+sound+in+audacity&aqs=chrome..69i57j0.7949j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8#kpvalbx=_RVbWXsyrLLeeytMPv7Go-AU28 

 
 To minimize reverb, have guests wear a headset and keep the host audio volume low. 
 
Casabona, J. (n.d.). How to Get Separate Audio Tracks in Zoom for Your Podcast. Retrieved June 6, 

2020,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=170&v=lTmb4lOumos&feature=emb_logo 

 
 Use the Local Recording option on your ZOOM account to produce separate tracks for each 

of your podcast speakers. 
 
edisonsurvey. (2020, March 20). The Infinite Dial 2020. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=_hPU5M5CrEQ&feature=emb_logo 
 

Digital survey of consumer behavior. Podcasting awareness and consumption in the 
U.S. continue to rise, according to the most recent information from the Infinite Dial 2020® 
from Edison Research and Triton Digital. Seventy-five percent of Americans age 
12+ (approximately 212 million people) are now familiar with podcasting, up from 70% in 
2019, and 37% (104 million) listen monthly, up from 32% in 2019. This continues the growth 
trend that The Infinite Dial® has measured since 2009. 
 

Harrington, R. (2015). Producing professional podcasts [Video course]. LinkedIn 
Learning. https://www.linkedin.com/learning/producing-professional-podcasts/ 
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Videos: (cont.) 
 
 Step-by-step LinkedIn (formerly Lynda.com) course on the production of podcasts. 
 
Schwartz, B. (2005, July.). The paradox of choice [Video file]. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/barry_schwartz_the_paradox_of_choice 
 

Psychologist Barry Schwartz argues that more choices don’t make us happier it only leads to 
indecision and anxiety. 

 
 
Websites: 
 
Beck, M. (2018, August 9). The Template You Need To Write Your Podcast Show Description. 

Forbes. https://www.forbes.com/sites/mollyfordbeck/2018/08/09/the-template-you-need-
to-write-your-podcast-show-description/#1ce79fe45064 

 
Start with a statement that your listeners already believe is true. Tell listeners what they can 
expect to hear each time they hit play on your episode. Who is this show for? 

 
Brennan, S. (2017, September 27). A Natural History of the Wedding Dress. JSTOR Daily. 

https://daily.jstor.org/a-natural-history-of-the-wedding-dress/ 
 

The history of the wedding dress is shorter than the history of weddings, and even shorter 
still than the history of marriage. The wedding dresses we hail as “traditional” are, for the 
most part, relatively modern, no matter where they come from. For most of history, even 
Western brides did not wear white.  

 
Cheng, B. (n.d.). How to Make a Tinny Voice Sound Fuller in Audacity. Techwalla. 

https://www.techwalla.com/articles/how-to-make-a-tinny-voice-sound-fuller-in-audacity 
 
 A look a ways of improving a thin-sounding or poor vocal recording using the tools available 

in the freeware digital audio workstation, Audacity. Specifically, equalization or double 
tracking. 

 
Compressor—Audacity Manual. (n.d.). Audacity. 

https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/compressor.html?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=0894fd51b81
e9c03a74059a0f9f1cdab9ded131a-1591400542-0-AYbLMaRlcAVD8Q5o-
nEpjRszECPT924MDpmibJoMJ7_q--
hxspTe6D4VVGjIKFTmwZGWIezHSq2C3cL8UYl70cXv2k04h1rdZYLDDjvWjgHZwk9Z0rxrmSkav
7fRZCejKizCh-
R72ln32eWzdpJUYzUDzNr4yv70l04J9qRFLwX5tYANy4K3EzX_gEds38YrT5kr4T4tWnIH0d2lj1q
_LCe8JejKZ7cpwAVnD1BBdCMwU2EiwYHGge6jZbQRaxJYnEZ2jFXVdh3uuKRngaSF2WtKwcdlr
zGoYD2aQ5wzNgGQQSTMfWN8O2qBXSD3W6UvCpLAoX06veHHAGJBtGOW530duxNQpQDz
oAcms37eg-A- 
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Websites: (cont.) 
 

The Compressor effect reduces the dynamic range of audio. One of the main purposes of 
reducing dynamic range is to permit the audio to be amplified further (without clipping) than 
would be otherwise possible. Therefore by default the Compressor amplifies audio as much 
as possible after compression. The resultant increase in average or RMS level can be useful 
for audio played in a noisy environment such as in a car, or in speech, to make a distant voice 
sound as loud as a close one. Because the gain changes relatively slowly, a compressor does 
not distort the signal in the way that a Limiter or clipping would do. 

 
CyberdogStudios. (n.d.). Audacity Editing for Beginners: 16 Tips in 9 Minutes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWFvG1-AmNk 
 

Audacity tips and tricks. 
 
 Finn, K. (n.d.). How to Get the Best Sounding Audio for Your Podcast. from 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/blog/best-sounding-audio-for-podcast 
 
 Post production can take that good recording and make it sound great. 
 
Gaille, B. (2018, October 9). 23 Wedding Dress Industry Statistics and Trends. BrandonGaille.Com. 

https://brandongaille.com/23-wedding-dress-industry-statistics-and-trends/ 
 

In a recent survey by Vashi Dominguez, 80% of women said that they had regrets about their 
wedding day. One of the top reasons was because of their dress. 30% of brides said that they 
would have exchanged their dress for a different one after taking a look at their photos. 

 
Gonzalez, X. (2019, November 20). Why Brides Wear Two Wedding Dresses. The Spruce. 

https://www.thespruce.com/two-wedding-dresses-the-when-and-why-of-this-style-trend-
3489917 

 
Recent wedding trend - tips for buying and wearing two wedding dresses. 

 
Keshishian, M. (n.d.). Trademarks: Five Common Mistakes to Avoid In Choosing a Trademark. 

Business Know-How. https://www.businessknowhow.com/startup/trademark-mistakes.htm 
 

1. Consult with a trademark attorney. 
2. Select a strong, protectable trademark. 
3. Search registration records to make sure there are no previous trademark right holders 

that would prevent your use.  
4. Make sure that the .com extension is available for your trademark. 
5. Register your trademark with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
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Websites: (cont.) 
 
Land, Chris. (2019, May 21). Podcasting Best Practices Guide 2020—23 tips to implement NOW. 

Improve Podcast. https://improvepodcast.com/podcasting-best-practices-guide-23-tips-to-
implement-now/ 

 
 List of 23 podcasting best practices. 
 
Podcaster. (n.d.). Apple. https://www.podcaster.apple.com/ 
 

Podcast Marketing Best Practices from Apple. 
 
Prickett, K. (2014, December 16). The Psychology Behind Luxury and eCommerce. Prospress. 

https://prospress.com/psychology-behind-luxury-ecommerce/ 
 
 When consumers buy luxury goods they are buying into a story. They want to be part of a 

particular lifestyle, aspiration, or mythology. In the case of a bride-to-be, luxury bridal shops 
provide aim to provide consumers with a luxury experience. 

 
Royalty-Free Music Licensing and Sound Effects For Video, Film and Youtube—Artlist.io. (n.d.). 

Artlist - Musci Licensing for Video. https://artlist.io/ 
 
 Music and sound effects information. 
 
Shpak, S. (n.d.). How to Remove an Echo in Audacity. https://itstillworks.com/12579485/how-to-

remove-an-echo-in-audacity 
 

Audacity has some tools that may help you reduce the effects of these sound reflections, the 
most effective usually being a noise gate, which allows you to control echo, reverb and other 
noise between segments of important audio. 

 
Starting Your Podcast: A Guide for Students. (2018, November 15). NPR.Org. 

https://www.npr.org/2018/11/15/662070097/starting-your-podcast-a-guide-for-students 
 

A step-by-step guide for students on starting a podcast. 
 
Trademark basics. (n.d.). [Text]. https://www.uspto.gov/trademarks-getting-started/trademark-

basics 
 

United States Patent and Trademark Office official site covering trademark basics. 
 
  


